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We use a nonperturbative QCD approach, the quark-gluon string model, to compute thet-neutrino fluxes
produced by fixed targetpA collisions~whereA is a target material! for incident protons of energies ranging
from 120 to 800 GeV. The purpose of this calculation is to estimatein a consistent waythe prompt background
for the nm(ne)↔nt oscillation search in the on-goingnm(ne)↔nt oscillation search experiments CHORUS
and NOMAD, as well as the expected prompt background in future experiments, such as COSMOS at Fermilab
and a possible second-generationnm(ne)↔nt search experiment at the CERN SPS. In addition, we compute
the number ofnt interactions expected by the experiment E872 at Fermilab.@S0556-2821~97!04703-6#

PACS number~s!: 14.60.Lm, 11.15.Tk, 14.60.Pq

I. INTRODUCTION

In proton-proton and proton-nucleus collisions, the main
source oft neutrinos is the leptonic decay of the secondary
Ds meson,Ds→tnt . The possibility of producing at neu-
trino beam from this source has been investigated by several
authors~see@1,2# and references therein!. At present, there is
an approved experiment, E872@2#, which aims at detecting
about 200nt charged current interactions in an emulsion
target intercepting ant beam originated by the decays of the
Ds mesons produced when the Fermilab 800 GeV proton
beam hits a tungsten target.

On the other hand, the ongoingnm(ne)↔nt oscillation
search experiments CHORUS and NOMAD@3,4#, are taking
data in the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron~SPS! wide
band neutrino beam. This beam consists primarily ofnm’s
with a small contamination ofn̄m , ne , andn̄e . The experi-
ments aim at reaching a sensitivity tonm(ne)↔nt oscilla-
tions in the rangeP(nm→nt),22431024. In order to do
so, backgrounds have to be controlled typically down to the
1026 level. Both experiments are confident that thet signa-
ture in their apparatus is distinctive enough to reduce the
huge contamination due tonm(ne) charged and neutral cur-
rents to a very small level. On the other hand, the contami-
nation ofnt’s in thenm beam represents an irreducible back-
ground which was, however, estimated to be negligible
(Rt5ntCC/nmCC;1027) at the time of the NOMAD and
CHORUS proposals@3,4#. However, a recent new estimation
@5# yields a surprisingly high result,Rt;3.331026, a factor
of 30 higher than previous estimations.

In @5#, several possible sources of promptnt’s are evalu-
ated. As naively expected, the only relevant source ofnt’s is

the leptonic decayDs→tnt , followed byt→nt1X. To es-
timate this background, the kinematic quantities of charm
hadroproduction are parametrized in the conventional way,

d2s

dxFdpT
2 ;~12uxFu!ne2bpT

2
, ~1!

and an ‘‘educated guess’’ of the value of then parameter,
n55.5, is used. Indeed, the same approach is used in the
proposal of the COSMOS experiment@6# @a proposed
nm(ne)↔nt oscillation search at Fermilab which aims to
reach a sensitivity a factor 10 higher than CHORUS and
NOMAD# and in the E872@2# proposal. Unfortunately, this
implies using different ‘‘educated guesses’’ in every case.
Furthermore, present experimental data allow for large varia-
tions in the value ofn for charm production at different
energies, which in turn results in large uncertainties concern-
ing the final result.

Alternatively to use an empirical parametrization, we
evaluate the promptnt background by using a theoretically
well-understood framework. Specifically, we use the quark-
gluon string model~QGSM!, which provides~a! a prediction
of the hadroproduction cross section of charmed mesons,
which agrees well with available data,~b! a prediction of the
fraction ofDs mesons relative to the total charm cross sec-
tion, and~c! a prediction ofd2s/dxFdpT

2 .
Perturbative QCD, which gives a good description for

hard processes at the parton level, fails to describe the spec-
tra of produced hadrons. To describe the processes of multi-
hadron production at high and medium energies, wide use
has been made of models based on the idea of the 1/N ex-
pansion of QCD@7,8#. A well-known nonperturbative QCD
approach to the description of hadron processes is the quark
gluon string model@9–16#. The QGSM has proven to de-
scribe with great success the production of hadrons contain-
ing light quarks. It also describes adequately the production
of charmed mesons, and thus it can be applied in a straight-
forward way to compute neutrino fluxes due to the tauonic
decay of theDs meson @1#. Although the QGSM is not,
strictly speaking, a ‘‘theory’’ directly derived from first prin-
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ciples but rather a model based on quark-parton ideas, QCD
string dynamics and Reggeon calculus, it has two appealing
features. First, it has achieved great success in describing
existing data on particle hadroproduction, including charm.
Second, it is based on simple and well-understood principles.

This paper is organized as follows. The QGSM is briefly
sumarized in Sec. II. In Sec. III we compute cross sections
and longitudinal momentum distributions for charmed me-
sons and show that the QGSM describes well existing charm
data. Section IV contains the relevant formulas to compute
nt fluxes. In Sec. V we use the QGSM to obtain a prediction
for the nt contamination in the CHORUS experiment. We
also show that the error introduced in the calculation by the
‘‘tunable’’ parameters of the model~see Sec. II! is negli-
gible. The background expected by the NOMAD experiment
is computed in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII we obtain the number of
nt interactions expected by three future experiments. COS-
MOS, E872, and a possible next generationnm(ne)↔nt os-
cillation experiment at CERN-SPS. Finally we summarize
our results in Sec. VIII.

II. THE QUARK GLUON STRING MODEL

The QGSM is a nonperturbative model which describes
soft hadronic processes. The model is based on the theory of
the supercritical Pomeron and on the 1/N expansion of the
amplitudes in QCD whereN can correspond to the number
of colors@7# or flavors@8#. At high energies, the 1/N expan-
sion of QCD is equivalent to the topological expansion
which implies that interactions represented by topologically
complicated diagrams are suppressed by powers ofN21. The
QGSM is similar to the dual parton model@17# but they
differ in the fragmentation functions. The model can be used
to quantitatively describe in terms of few parameters the
main characteristics of multiple production of hadrons in
hadron-hadron and hadron-nucleus interactions, such as par-
ticle multiplicity for different flavors, rapidity distributions
of the produced hadrons, the KNO scaling and the deviations
as well as the behavior of the total and elastic cross sections.

In the approach of the QGSM the production of hadrons is
described in terms of Pomeron exchange~cylindrical graphs!
and Reggeon exchange~planar graphs!. In the planar case the
annihilation of the valence quarks of the colliding hadrons
leads to a configuration of a single-color tube whose break-
ing gives rise to the appearance of white~colorless! hadrons.
Planar diagrams behave as 1/As at larges and in conse-
quence they die off at large energies. The simplest and domi-
nant contribution which does not vanish at large energies is
the single Pomeron exchange in which the colliding hadrons
exchange one or several gluons~as opposed to valence
quarks in the planar graphs!. The corresponding diagram has
the topology of a cylinder. A unitary cut gives two chains of
hadrons which have properties similar to those of the planar
case. In addition, in the QGSM the possibility of exchange of
several Pomerons is also accounted for in accordance with
Reggeon calculus. Multi-Pomeron diagrams correspond to
the successive terms of the 1/N expansion.

Once the dominant diagrams have been classified, the
model gives a well-defined prescription for associating a
cross section with each diagram in the expansion. These dia-
grams have a direct correspondence with the ones used in

Reggeon field theory and this is used to obtain the weights of
each diagram. In order to do so, the Abramovskii-Gribov-
Kancheli cut rules are used. They permit the calculation of
the cross section for then-pomeron cut in the quasieikonal
approximation as@9#

sn
pp~j!5

sP

nz S 12exp~2z! (
k50

n21
zk

k! D ,
where

z5
2CgP

R21aP8 j
exp~jD!, ~2!

and sP58pgPexp(jD), j5 ln(s/1GeV2). The total cross
section is the sum of the cross sectionssn ,

s tot
pp~j!5 (

n50

`

sn
ppj5sPf S z2D ,

f ~z!5 (
n51

`
~2z!n21

nn!
5
1

zE0
zdx

x
@12exp~2x!#, ~3!

while the inelastic cross section is given by

s in
pp~j!5sDD1 (

n51

`

sn~j!. ~4!

sDD
pp is the cross section of diffractive dissociation of one of

the initial protons

sDD5
C21

C
sP@ f ~z/2!2 f ~z!#. ~5!

The parametersgP andR
2 characterize the hadron-Pomeron

vertex andC gives the relative contribution of the diffractive
dissociation. These parameters are obtained by fitting exist-
ing data on elasticpp andpp̄ scattering and diffractive pro-
cesses. We usegP53.64 GeV22, R253.56 GeV22,
C51.5,aP8 50.25 GeV22, andD50.07 @9# which are valid
for the not very high energies we are working at. For higher
enegies the best values aregP51.77 GeV22, R253.18
GeV22, C51.5,aP8 50.25 GeV22, andD50.139@11#.

Once the weight of the different diagrams is determined,
to compute inclusive cross sections for the production of
secondary hadrons it is also necessary to know the distribu-
tion functions of the quarks and diquarks in the colliding
hadrons and the fragmentation functions of quarks and di-
quarks into secondary hadrons. In the QGSM it is assumed
that all these functions are determined in the regionsx→1
andx→0 by the corresponding Regge asymptotic behaviors
and in the intermediate region by means of interpolation.
This method allows the imposition of several conservation
laws that must be verified, for example, momentum conser-
vation which implies that the sum of momenta of all the
constituents in a hadron must be equal to the momentum of
the hadron. In the fragmentation process the momentum
must also be conserved as well as electric charge, baryon,
and flavor quantum numbers, etc.
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With all this in mind the inclusive cross section for the
production of a hadronh in p-p collisions can be written as
@9,10#

1

s in

dsh

dy
5 (

n51

`

wn~s!fn
h~s,y!1VD

~1!fD
h~1!~s,y!

1VD
~2!fD

h~2!~s,y!, ~6!

wherewn5sn /s in is the probability of cuttingn Pomerons.
y51/2ln@(E1pi)/(E2pi)# is the rapidity of the secondary
hadron in the center of mass frame andfn

h(s,y) are they
distributions of the hadronh in the 2n-chain process:

fn
h5ah@Fq

h~n!~x1!Fqq
h~n!~x2!1Fq

h~n!~x2!Fqq
h~n!~x1!

12~n21!Fqsea
h~n!~x1!Fqsea

h~n!~x2!#, ~7!

where

x65
1

2
~Ax'

21x26x!, x5
2pi

As
, x'5

2Amh
21p'

2

As
.

~8!

The piece inVD
(1) represents the contribution from the dif-

fractive dissociation of the incident hadron and it is given by

VD
~1!5

AC
AC11

sDD

s in
,

fD
h~1!53ah@Ax1F1qq

h~1!~x1!1Ax2F1qq
h~1!~x2!#

for h being a nucleon orL baryon,

fD
~1!53ah@Ax11Ax2#Fq

h~1!~x1!Fq
h~1!~x2!

for other hadrons. ~9!

Finally the last term in Eq.~6! gives the contribution due to
diffractive dissociation of the target and it is described by the
sum of the triple Reggeon diagrams. For secondary protons
one has

fPPP
p~2! 5

0.065

~12uxu!B
expS 2B

~12uxu!2

uxu
mp
2D ,

B5@420.6ln~12uxu!#GeV21,

fPPR
p~2! 5

3.3

As~12uxu!
fPPP ,

fRRR
p~2!50.1x2A350 GeV2/s, ~10!

andVD
(2)51. B gives the slope of the diffractive peak. For

secondary neutronsVD
(2)52/3 and only theRRR diagram

contributes.
The functionsF in Eq. ~7! are given by

Fq
h~n!~x!5

2

3ah
E
x

1

dx1f p
u~n!~x1!Gu

hS xx1D
1

1

3ah
E
x

1

dx1f p
d~n!~x1!Gd

hS xx1D ,
Fqq
h~n!~x!5

2

3ah
E
x

1

dx1f p
ud~n!~x1!Gud

h S xx1D ,
Fqsea
h~n!~x!5

1

~412d!ah
E
x

1H dx1f pusea~n!~x1!

3FGu
hS xx1D1Gū

h S xx1D G
1 f p

dsea~n!~x1!FGd
hS xx1D1G

d̄

h S xx1D G
1d f p

ssea~n!~x1!FGs
hS xx1D1Gs̄

h S xx1D G J . ~11!

f i (n)(x) are the distribution of quarks and diquarks with frac-
tion of energyx in the proton.Gi

h(z) are the fragmentation
functions of the quark or diquark chain into a hadronh
which carries a fractionz of its energy. The distribution
functions can be written in terms of the interceptsaR50.5,
aN520.5, andaf50 of known Regge poles. The param-
eter d takes into account the possibility of appearance of
chains whose ends are connected to strange quarks from the
sea and it is taken to bed50.3.

The behavior of the fragmentation functions in the asymp-
totic limits is also determined by Regge theory. In the limit
x→0,Gi

h(x)→ah , whereah is a constant determined by the
dynamics of the rupture of the string@10#. It cannot be cal-
culated directly but it is fitted from data taking into account
that all particles in the same isotopic multiplet have the same
constantah.

In the limit x→1, the behavior of the fragmentation func-
tion is determined by the intercept of the corresponding
Regge trajectory and it depends on whether the hadron con-
tains the fragmented quark or diquark~favored fragmenta-
tion! or it does not contain it~forbidden fragmentation! @10#.
A full list of the different fragmentation functions can be
found in Refs.@11–13,16#. A remark must be done when the
produced hadron is a baryon. In this case Eq.~7! is modified
to be @16#

fn
h5ah@F1qq

h~n!~x2!1Fq
h~n!~x1!F2qq

h~n!~x2!1F1qq
h~n!~x1!

1Fq
h~n!~x2!F2qq

h~n!~x1!12~n21!Fqsea
h~n!~x1!Fqsea

h~n!~x2!#,

~12!

whereF2qq presents the same asymptotic behavior discussed
above while the piece inF1qq represents the ‘‘string junc-
tion’’ of the diquark.

The QGSM fragmentation functions into charmed mesons
is determined asz→1 by ac , the intercept of thecc̄ Regge
trajectory, on which we have no direct empirical informa-
tion. If one assumes that, as in the case of light quarks, the
cc̄ trajectories are linear and exchange-degenerate, then,
from the masses of the 21 x(3555) and 12 c(3100) states,
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the slope of thec trajectory isac;22.2 GeV22. On the
other hand, it may be supposed that the parameters of the
c trajectory are dictated by perturbation theory on QCD. In
this caseac;0 GeV22 and the trajectory should be strongly
nonlinear@12#. We will consider the linear and perturbative
values as the two extremes of the model predictions.

Equation~6! is valid for pp collisions. Forp-nucleus in-
teractions the structure of the interaction remains basically
the same. However one has to take into account the possibil-
ity of interactions with more than one nucleon. Following the
approach in Ref.@14# we describe the cross section for in-
elastic interactions of the incident proton withn nucleons in
the two-channel model:

shA
n 5

11cosu

2 E d2b
1

n!
@l1s1

inT~b!#nexp@2l1s1
inT~b!#

1
12cosu

2 E d2b
1

n!
@l2s2

inT~b!#nexp@2l2s2
inT~b!#,

~13!

where

s1,2
in 5spp

tot2l1,2spp
el , l1,25

11d6X

2
,

~14!

X25~12d!214g2, cosu5
12d

X
,

g2.0.2 gives the probability of diffractive excitation of the
incident hadron andd.1 gives the probability of beam-
beam interaction relative to the hadron-hadron one.

Hadrons are also produced in diffractive dissociation of
the incident hadron with a cross section

spA
diff5

sin2u

4 E d2b@exp@2l1s1
inT~b!#1exp@2l2s2

inT~b!#

22exp@2~l11l2!s12
inT~b!/2#, ~15!

where s12
in5spp

tot22l1l2 /(l11l2)spp
el . In all the expres-

sions above,T(b) is the matter density distribution in the
impact parameter spaceT(b)5A*2`

` r(b,z)dz. For light nu-
clei such as beryllium, we use the density given by the shell
model:

T~b!5
1

3pr 0
4 exp~2b2/r 0

2!@~81A!r 0
22~822A!b2#.

~16!

r 0 is a parameter which is determined from the experimental
measured value of the mean radius of the nucleus. For
9Be, r 051.74 fm for the shell model.
For heavy nuclei we use the Woods-Saxon density

T~b2!5AE dzr~r5Az21b2!,

r~r !5r0
1

11exp@~r2c1!/c2#
with E 4pr 2drr~r !51 ,

~17!

with c151.15A1/3 fm andc250.51 fm.
Thus the total cross section for production of at least one

secondary particle is given by

s in~pA!5spA
diff1 (

n51

A

spA
n . ~18!

III. CHARM AND THE QGSM

The QGSM has proven to be very successful in describing
the experimental data on secondary hadron production in
both proton-proton and proton-nucleus collisions in the inter-
mediate energy region. It also describes quite well the scarce
experimental data on charm production@1,12,13,18–21#.
Clean and reliable data on charmed meson production in
pp collisions have been obtained by the LEBC-EHS and
LEBC-MPC Collaborations atAs524.3 GeV, As527.4
GeV, andAs538.8 GeV@18#. Recently the E769 Collabo-
ration has published results on inclusive charm distributions
on pN collisions atAs521.6 GeV. The only data on charm
production at high energy was obtained in the CERNpp̄
collider atAs5630 GeV@19# by measuring the production
of prompt electrons of relatively lowp' . The recent mea-
surement of the inclusive charm cross section by the
HELIOS Collaboration@21# also relies on the measurement
of low p' prompt electrons as well as muons.

The QGSM has not been developed to the point of pre-
dicting the transverse momentum spectrum of the produced
hadrons. To describe the transverse momentum distribution
of particles of massm in the forward cone of interest to
neutrino physics we use the same approach as in@1# and
adopt the classical thermodynamical model of Koppe and
Fermi@22# as elaborated by Hagedorn@23# and collaborators.
In this model the transverse momentum distributions are es-
sentially exponential inmT /T wheremT5Am21p'

2 is the
transverse mass andT is and effective ‘‘temperature’’ which
is a function of the center of mass energy:

ds

dp'

5Tp'AmTexpS 2
mT

T D . ~19!

In @1# the existing data were fitted to this expression with a
T function of the formT5a1b@ ln(s/GeV2)#c. We use their
result

a50.12860.002 GeV,

b5~1.561.4!31028 GeV,

c55.960.8. ~20!

With all these elements we have written a particle genera-
tor which we use to predict the charmed hadron distributions
produced inpp as well aspA ~with A being a nucleus!
collisions. To illustrate how the QGSM describes the exist-
ing data on charmed meson production, in Fig. 1 we show
the differential cross sections for the differentD mesons
measured by LEBC-EHS@18# ~notice that the experiment
took data atAs527.4 GeV, very close to the center of mass
energy of the 450 GeV protons of the SPS colliding against
a fixed target! and compare them with the QGSM predictions
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for ac50 andac522.2. The agreement is quite satisfac-
tory except in the case of theD0 distributions, which are
harder in the data than predicted by the model. As discussed
in @12,1#, this result can be due to bad particle identification.
Notice that inpp interactions, at~relatively! low energies
one would expect to observe a spectrum ofD̄0(uc̄) harder
than that ofD0(ūc), since the former meson can be pro-
duced directly on the leadingu quarks of the colliding pro-
tons.

In Fig. 2 we show the inclusive spectra ofD mesons

measured by LEBC-EHS@18# together with the model pre-
dictions while in Fig. 3 we show the inclusive spectra ofD
mesons measured by the E769 experiment. Notice that while
the LEBC-EHS data are fairly well described with both val-
ues ofac , the E769 data are better described by the model
with ac522.2. Finally, in Fig. 4 we show the existing data
on the total charm cross section together with the model
predictions.

To summarize, we believe that the QGSM is the most
satisfactory of the tools available to describe charm produc-

FIG. 1. Predictions of the QGSM for the Feynman-x distribution
of charmed mesons at 27.4 GeV forac50 ~solid line! and
ac522.2 ~dashed line! compared with the data.

FIG. 2. Predictions of the QGSM for the Feynman-x distribu-
tions of inclusive charmed meson cross section at 27.4 GeV for
ac50 ~solid line! andac522.2 ~dashed line! compared with the
data.

FIG. 3. Predictions of the QGSM for the Feynman-x distribu-
tions of inclusive charmed meson cross section at 22.6 GeV for
ac50 ~solid line! andac522.2 ~dashed line! compared with the
data.

FIG. 4. Predictions of the QGSM for the total charm cross sec-
tion as a function of the energy forac50 ~lower solid line! and
ac522.2 ~lower dashed line! assumingsc c̄51/2sD/D̄ and a se-
lection of experimental points.
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tion at modest momentum transfer. It describes well an im-
pressive number of features of hadronic interactions and all
the recent data on charm production at available energies.

IV. FORMULAS FOR nt FLUX CALCULATION

In pA collisions~whereA is a nuclear target!, t neutrinos
are produced either directly in the decay ofDs

1→t1nt or
through the chainDs

2→t2n̄t(t
2→nt1X). We will denote

nt1 the neutrino produced in the directDs
1 decay andnt2 the

one produced in the subsequentt2 decay. The number of
neutrinos produced in each of these processes is

Nnt i
5

s~pA→Ds
1!

s in~pA!
3B~Ds

1→t1nt!3POT3a, ~21!

where the number of protons in target~POT! is defined as the
total number of protons delivered by the beam to the target,
anda is the fraction of protons that interact in the target.

The interaction cross section fornt’s can be written as

sntN
5sn

03j thres~Ent
!3Ent

56.7310233j thres~Ent
!3

Ent

GeV

pb

nucleon
, ~22!

where sn
056.731023 pb/GeV and the factor

j thres5sntCC
/snmCC

~see Fig. 5! takes into account the de-
viation of the linearity in the interaction cross section due to
thet mass. The number ofnt interactions in the target origi-
nated by the neutrino produced in theDs

1 decay is then

Nnt
CC15Nnt1

3snt1
3Accnt1

3NA3r3d~u!, ~23!

wheresnt1
is the interaction cross section, Accnt1

the geo-

metrical acceptance~defined as the fraction ofnt’s which hit
the target!, NA the Avogadro number,r the target density,
andd(u) is the distance crossed by the neutrinos in the tar-

get, which is a function of the incoming angle. IfL is the
target length, we can rewrite Eq.~23! as

Nnt
CC15Nnt1

3snt1
3Accnt1

3NA3r3L3r ~u!

~24!

with r (u)5d(u)/L. Thus we obtain

Nnt
CC1

Nnm
CC

5R03^Ent1
3jnt1

3r &3Accnt1
3

s~pA→Ds
1!

s in~pA!

3B~Ds
1→t1nt!

POT

Nnm
CC

3a, ~25!

where R05s03NA3r3L. Analogously, we will have,
for the neutrino produced through the chainDs

2

→t2n̄t(t
2→nt1X),

Nnt
CC2

Nnm
CC

5R03^Ent2
3jnt2

3r &3Accnt2
3

s~pA→Ds
1!

s in~pA!

3B~Ds
1→t1nt!3

POT

Nnm
CC

3a. ~26!

The value of the constantR0 and the ratioNnm
CC/POT

depends exclusively on the experimental setup. The values of
^Ent

3jnt
3r &, Accnt

, and s(pA→Ds
1)/s in(pA) are ob-

tained using the QGSM and imposing the conditions of geo-
metrical acceptance for the each experiment.

Finally theB(Ds
1→t1nt) is obtained from the most pre-

cise recent measurements@24–27# which we show in Fig. 6.
For this calculation we have used the weighted mean of the
above measurements,B(Ds→tnt)54.361%. This result is
in excellent agreement with the recent value off Ds

obtained

from quenched lattice calculations@28#, f Ds
5230637 MeV

which yieldsB(Ds→tnt) to be 4.261.3%.

V. PROMPT nt BACKGROUND IN CHORUS

In this section we compute the promptnt background in
the CHORUS experiment. We use the same normalization of

FIG. 5. Ratio of thentN→tX to nmN→mX cross section as a
function of the neutrino energy.

FIG. 6. Recent measurements of the branching ratio
B(Ds→tnt).
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@5#, which allows direct comparison with the calculation pre-
sented there.

The SPS neutrinos are produced when the 450 GeV pro-
tons from the SPS collide against a Be target, 2.7 interaction
lengths thick. Following@5#, we consider that 93.3% of the
protons interact inelastically in the Be target, and the remain-
ing 6.7%, in an iron beam dump located 414 m downstream
of the Be target.

The distance between the Be target~Iron beam dump! and
the CHORUS experiment is 822~408! m. The area of the
CHORUS target is roughly 1.431.4 m2, which gives an ap-
proximate angular size of 1023 rad for the neutrinos pro-
duced in the Be target, and 231023 rad for those coming
from the iron beam dump. We use the values quoted in@5#
for the productNA3r3L52.7310211 nucleons/pb and the
estimated number ofNnm

CC/POT52.1310214.
The results for Be, for the two extreme variants of the

parameterac are shown in Table I. The model predicts a
total inelastic cross sections in(pBe)5200 mb and
spp
in 533.8 mb. For the charm cross section, we scale the

predictions of the model forpp collisions with the atomic
weight A according to the results in@29#. We getsD524
mb/nucleon for the model variant withac50, andsD543
mb/nucleon for the model variant withac522.2. For both
models the fraction ofDs at this energy is predicted to be
s(Ds)/@s(D0/D̄0)1s(D6)#50.22.

However, the variant of the model which predicts larger
cross section also predicts a softerx distribution for the
charmed hadrons, as shown in Fig. 7. We find that the region
of xFDs

which dominates the background production is

^xF&50.220.3 depending on the model and on the angular
acceptance. As a consequence, when convoluted with the
small angular acceptance, the two extreme values of the
model yield very consistent predictions. Figure 8 shows the
energy distribution of the neutrinos reaching the target. As
expected, we find than the contribution to the background
from nt1 are 1 order of magnitude smaller than the contribu-
tion of nt2. Given the good agreement of the QGSM predic-
tions with available data and the little dependence on the
model parameters, we estimate that the dominant source of
uncertainty in our calculation to be the value of the branch-
ing ratio for the purely tauonic decay of theDs and the
absolute flux normalization~see next section!.

The results for Fe, for the two extreme variants of the
parameterac , are also shown in Table I. The model predicts
a total inelastic cross sections in(pFe)5700 mb. Here, again
for the charm cross section, we scale the predictions of the

model forpp collisions with the atomic weightA. This re-
sults in large charm multiplicities for a heavy nucleus such
as iron. This, together with the larger angular acceptance,
makes the contribution to the background frompFe as large
as 50% of the contribution due topBe collisions.

To summarize: We find a contamination of promptnt in
the CERN-SPS neutrino beam in the CHORUS experiment
of the order of

Nnt
CC

Nnm
CC

;3.531026. ~27!

This result is consistent with the one obtained by CHORUS
@5#, Nnt

CC/Nnm
CC;3.331026.

VI. PROMPT nt BACKGROUND IN NOMAD

We now pass to evaluate the contamination of prompt
nt in the NOMAD experiment. The distance between the Be
target~iron beam dump! and the NOMAD experiment is 835
~415! m. The area of the target is roughly 2.632.6 m2 while
its length isL54.05 m. The density of the target isr591

TABLE I. Nnt
CC/Nnm

CC for 450 GeV protons on Be and Fe for the CHORUS experiment.

pBe
ac s~pA→Ds

2!

sin~pA!

^Ent1
& Accnt1

^Ent2
& Accnt2 Nnt

CC1

Nnm
CC

Nnt
CC2

Nnm
CC

0 1.31024 20 8.231024 52 1.831023 2.631027 2.131026

22.2 1.731024 17 6.731024 45 1.431023 2.731027 2.331026

pFe
0 1.731024 21 3.231023 51 6.831023 1.231027 1.31026

22.2 331024 17 2.531023 44 5.531023 1.231027 1.131026

FIG. 7. Predictions of the QGSM for the Feynman-x distribu-
tions ofDs mesons inpBe collisions atElab5450 GeV forac50
~solid line! andac522.2 ~dashed line!.
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kg/m3 which leads to the productNA3r3L52.2310211

nucleons/pb. For incident protons ofplab5450 GeV the
NOMAD simulation of the beam@30# yields an estimate
Nnm

CC/POT54.5310214.
On the other hand, direct scaling of the CHORUS esti-

mate ofNnm
CC/POT ~see previous section! by taking into

account the beam profile and energy distribution yields a
lower number ofNnm

CC/POT54.1310214. We estimate an
error of about 10% in the overall normalization, from the
difference in the prediction of the number ofNnm

CC/POT
due to the difference between the CHORUS description of
the SPS beam which scales directly the data from the
CHARM II experiment and NOMAD Monte Carlo Program
~NUBEAM!.

For the angular acceptance we impose the conditions

udtan~u!sin~f!u<1.3 m

and

udtan~u!cos~f!u<1.3 m, ~28!

whered is the distance from the neutrino source to the target
andu andf are the angles determining thent direction. For
the sake of comparison with the CHORUS estimate we quote
the approximate angular size which is 231023 rad for the
neutrinos produced in the Be target, and 431023 rad for
those coming from the iron beam dump.

As we have seen in the previous section, both variants of
the model yield very consistent results. In what follows we
will use only variantac522.2, which seems to describe
better recent experimental data. Our results are summarized
in Table II.

Using the same linear scale for the charm cross section,
i.e., the charm multiplicities given in Table I, we find a con-
tamination of promptnt in the NOMAD experiment

Nnt
CC

Nnm
CC

;4.524.931026 ~29!

for Nnm
CC/POT54.5–4.1310214.

Thus, one predicts~using the CHORUS normalization! a
prompt background for NOMAD of Nnt

CC/Nnm
CC

;531026, around 40% higher than for CHORUS. This is
due to the larger fiducial area of the
NOMAD target. Since promptnt’s are more homogeneously
distributed in the beam as compared to thenm’s ~which are
distributed roughly as a Gaussian of 1 m standard deviation
in the NOMAD target!, the prompt background increases
with the transverse size of the detector.

VII. FUTURE t NEUTRINO EXPERIMENTS

Clearly, the estimated level of promptnt contamination is
not a serious problem for the CHORUS and NOMAD ex-

TABLE III. Nnt
CC/Nnm

CC for a future experiment running at the SPS beam at 350 GeV and 120 GeV.

pBe
Elab s~pA→Ds

2!

sin~pA!

^Ent1
& Accnt1

^Ent2
& Accnt2 Nnt

CC1

Nnm
CC

Nnt
CC2

Nnm
CC

350 1.131024 13. 3.731024 36. 7.431024 7.431028 8.131027

120 1.831025 5.3 8.631025 18. 1.131024 2.831029 6.131028

pFe
350 1.931024 13 1.531023 35. 2.931023 3.831028 3.831027

120 3.231025 5.2 3.331024 18 4.531024 1.431029 3.131028

FIG. 8. Predictions of the QGSM for the energy distributions of
nt’s produced inDs decay forac50 ~solid line! and ac522.2
~dashed line! at Elab5450 GeV after imposing the angular accep-
tance cuts.~a! Energy distribution fornt1 in pBe collision with
un<1 mrad.~b! Same as~a! for nt2. ~c! and~d!, same as~a! and~b!
for pFe andun<2 mrad.

TABLE II. Nnt
CC/Nnm

CC for 450 GeV protons on Be and Fe
in the NOMAD detector assumingNnm

CC/POT54.5310214.

pBe
^Ent

& Accnt Nnt
CC

Nnm
CC

nt1 17 2.131023 3.131027

nt2 44 4.231023 2.731026

pFe
nt1 17 7.631023 1.331027

nt2 43 1.631022 1.231026
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periments. In both experiments one expects less than one
event due to promptnt background. However, a future
nm(ne)↔nt oscillation experiment aiming at improving the
sensitivity of both CHORUS and NOMAD by an order of
magnitude has to find a way to reduce this contamination.

The most straightforward solution to reduce the prompt
nt background is to lower the SPS beam energy. This is, in
addition, interesting from the point of view of the search
motivation. If CHORUS and NOMAD find a negative result,
the main interest of a futurenm(ne)↔nt oscillation experi-
ment will be to explore the region of low mass difference
rather than pushing the asymptotic sensitivity to the mixing
angle @31#. To that extent, reducing the SPS beam energy
favors exploring the lower mass region.

A drastic reduction of the SPS beam energy~i.e., by about
1/3 thus going to beam energies of 120–150 GeV!, although
the best option from the point of view of exploring the low
mass region, would require solving a number of challenging
problems in order to compensate for the reducednm flux. On
the other hand, it has been shown@32# that operating the SPS
at 350 GeV presents little complication and almost no loss of
nm flux. One is then interested in evaluating the promptnt
background at this energy.

Thus, we have computed the expected promptnt con-
tamination for a 350 GeV and a 120 GeV beam, to evaluate
the relevance of this background for ‘‘conservative’’~350
GeV! and ‘‘aggressive’’~120 GeV! modifications of the SPS
beam energy. We have assumed a detector along the lines in
the NAUSICAA and TENOR proposals@33–35#, i.e., a com-
pact, and dense emulsion target. For this calculation we con-
sider a target of about 4 tons, with the same transverse di-
mensions of CHORUS but five times more massive. We use
the NOMAD simulation of the beam to estimate a number of
Nnm

CC/POT58.0(0.87)310214 for protons of 350~120!
GeV.

Our results are summarized in Table III. We find a con-
tamination of promptnt ,

Nnt
CC

Nnm
CC

;1.331026229.631028 ~30!

at 350–120 GeV.
A future experiment at the CERN-SPS, running for a total

of 3 years, with a target mass of 4 tons, can collect roughly
53106 nmCC. As discussed in@34,35# this experiment
would yield a hight detection efficiency, typically 30–50 %.
Thus, at a low beam energy of 120 GeV, the promptnt

background is totally negligible, while about a total of 2–3
prompt nt’s would be detected at 350 GeV. Furthermore,
those neutrinos have an average energy far in excess of the
energy of the t neutrinos arising from a potential
nm(ne)↔nt oscillation, particularly for low values ofDm2.
One can then conclude that even at 350 GeV, the prompt
background would not be a serious problem for a future
nm(ne)↔nt experiment at the CERN-SPS neutrino beam.

We have also studied the expected background from
promptnt’s at the COSMOS experiment@6# which has been
approved to run at Fermilab using the main injector which
will deliver a total of 1331020 120-GeV protons on a Graph-
ite target at 470 m of the detector where 80% of the primary
beam interacts. The remaining protons are stopped in an iron
beam dump only 150 m from the detector. The proposed
detector is a hybrid emulsion-electronic spectrometer. The
emulsion target is comprised of two stalks, each 1.8 m wide,
1.4 m high, and 3 cm thick which amounts for a total emul-
sion mass of 0.52 ton. With this we obtain

NCCnt i
51.131083^Ent i

3r3j i&3
s~pA→Ds

2!

s in~pA!

3B~Ds
1→t1nt!. ~31!

We display our results in Table IV. Again to scale the mul-
tiplicities from pp to pA we have used the total inelastic
cross sectionss in(pC)5230 mb, s in(pFe)5700 mb, and
spp
in 531 mb atElab5120 GeV. As seen in the table, we find

that the main source of background is charm production in
the iron beam dump. Taking into account the expected de-
tection efficiency fornt’s of about 15% we find that the
number of background events from prompt neutrinos is 0.17
detected events which agrees well with the prediction quoted
in the proposal.

Finally we have estimated the expected rate ofnt interac-
tions for the proposed experiment E872@2# at Fermilab using
the QGSM. This experiment attempts to detect directly the
t leptons produced in the charged current interaction of the
t neutrinos using the Fermilab 800 GeV proton beam. The
experiment expects an integrated luminosity of 231018 pro-
tons colliding on a Tungsten beam dump. The detector is an
emulsion target with a densityr53.72 g/cm3 located at a
distance of 35 m from the dump. The area of the emulsion
will be approximately 60360 cm2, and the target is arranged
in six 2.5 cm thick modules. We can then write

NCCnt i
5Nprot3

s~pW→Ds
2!

s in~pW!
3B~Ds

1→t1nt!3Accnt i

3~sn i1s n̄ i !3NA3r3L ~32!

TABLE IV. Expected number of background events from
promptnt’s at the Cosmos experiment.

pC
^Ent

& Accnt s~pA→Ds
2!

sin~pA!

Nnt
CC

nt1 5.2 3.331024 2.131025 0.011
nt2 18 4.531024 2.131025 0.25

pFe
nt1 5.2 3.531023 3.231025 0.047
nt2 17 4.331023 3.231025 0.86

TABLE V. Expected number ofnt charged current at the P872
proposed experiment.

^Ent
& Accnt s~pW→Ds

2!

sin~pW!

Nnt
CC

nt1 21 0.093 8.31024 19
nt2 54 0.14 8.31024 122
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since the experiment is interested in detecting both neutrinos
and antineutrinos. This leads to

NCCnt i
56.831053Accnt i

3^Ent i
3r3j i&3

s~pW→Ds
2!

s in~pW!

3B~Ds
1→t1nt!. ~33!

Our results are shown in Table V where we have used that
s in(pW)51650 mb andspp

in 534 mb atElab5800 GeV. We
obtain a total yield of 141nt charged current interactions
which is 35 % lower than the 222 predicted in the proposal.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have used the QGSM as theoretical framework to
compute a consistent set of predictions ofnt fluxes due to
the tauonic decay of theDs , in different experiments. Spe-
cifically we compute the expectednt prompt background
due toDs decays in the SPS neutrino beam for both the
NOMAD and CHORUS experiments, the expectednt
prompt background for the COSMOS experiment and the
expected number of interactions for the E872 experiment.
Finally we compute the expectednt prompt background for
a futurenm(ne)↔nt oscillation experiment at CERN-SPS.
We find that with a moderate decrease in the SPS beam
energy~operating at 350 GeV! this background can be re-
duced to a manageable level and it becomes negligible at a
low energy~i.e., 120 GeV!.
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